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IttSTffi 
Introductioo 

During the past year, two experiments have been carried oat at PEP to search 
for events with a photon and large missing transverse momentum. These event 
searches are particularly sensitive to contributions from supersymmetric photino 
production but can also he used to search for additional neutrino generations, 
Bupersymmetric weak charged currents or the production of any other neutral 
particle whose interact] ona in matter are of the order of the weak interaction. The 
MAC collaboration began modifications of their apparatus during the summer 
of 1983 to be able to detect photon events with no otb'-T observed charged or 
neutral particles. At the same time, a new experiment, ASF, was approved for 
installation at the PEP ring to do a high sensitivity search for such events. 

Single Photon Sources 

In the standard model of weak and electromagnetic interactions, events with 
a single photon and no other observed particles will be produced by radiative 
corrections to the production of neutrino pairs. 

T(B + <~ - • 7i/i>) ~ aG\s (1 + — ) 

Since this cross-section is of order aCj. , one might think that it is too small 
to measure, but in fact, the total cross-section for reasonable assumptions about 
the photon acceptance is a few times I 0 - 7 pb at PEP and is therefore detectable. 
This process receives contributions from the weak neutral currents (Pig. 1(a)) 
proportional to the number of neutrino generations and from the production 
of electron neutrinos through the charged weak currents (Fig. 1(b)). Because 
of the sensitivity of the cross-section to the presence of all generations of light 
neutrinos, this process has been suggested as a means of counting the number 
of different types of neutrinos and hence placing limits on the number of lepton 
generations. Unlike many other methods of counting generations, this technique 
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Fig. 1» Single pboton contribution! from the weak (a) neutral and (b) charged 
cuifvots. 



has the advantage of being insensitive to the masses of the associated charged 
leptans which are observed to increase rapidly with generation number in our 
present examples. 

In addition to the standard model sources of single photon events, many 
models of new physics contain particles which can be stable and which interact 
in matter with a cross-section which is of the order of magnitude of the weak 
cross-section. If the cross-section for production of events containing only these 
particles is known, then the single photon rate can be calculated from the radia
tive corrections to that cross-section. For example, if op is the cross-section for 
the production of such a state, then the single photon rate is given by 

d?o 2a 1 1 . n 

d^cfcesfc, it * 7 sin3 ft, 

where s' = a(l - x 7 ) is the reduced center of maao energy squared. 

Supersymmetry is an example of a model of new physics in which there 
are many possibilities for events which contain only weakly interacting neutral 
particles. Final states which might behave this way are photino pairs, zino pairs, 
or sneutrino pairs. Because of a conserved quantum number [R parity), the 
lightest supersymrnetric particle would be stable, and cosmological arguments 
indicate that it is probably neutral.2'3 Possible candidates for the lightest neutral 
spar tide are the photino (7), the neutral shiggs (H) and the gravitino (G). Since 
these are all fermions, they may be protected by chiral symmetry from attaining 
a large mass due to supersymmetry breaking. Of course, the sneutrino (0), 
although it is a boson may also be the lightest neutral supersynunetric particle. 

As pointed out by Fayet and others,4 , s a search for single photon states is a 
particularly sensitive way of testing supersymmetry if the photino is light. The 
radiative correction to photino pair production is 

<r(e+e- -• rri) - a 3—j 
e 

where m« is the mass of the spin zero partner of the electron (selectron). Since 
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the coupling constant of the supersymmetric particles is atiU a, the calculation 
proceeds as in QED except for spin futon and masses (see Fig. 2). If we 
compare the Bupersymmetric source of single photons to the crasa-section for 
•ingle photon events in the standard model using 

oe&ta a 3 

«G> : » - - . 
mĵ r sin*(0jv$)m^, 

we can see that it is possible to have sensitivity to selection masses of order rnjy. 
If the selectnm is sufficiently heavy, the interaction cross-section of photinoa in 
matter will be small and they will not be detected. This photino interaction 
cross-section is determined by 

a[n -* rj) = - £ a* - ^ 

so that 
40GeV\ 

4 ) ml 
and thus if the selection mass is a few lens of GeV, the photinos will escape 
detection. 

Because the detected final state is the same and because the Feynman di
agrams of Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2 are similar, the two processes which have been 
considered so far have very similar differential cross-sections. Except for the 
addition of small corrections for photons radiated from the W or selectron, the 
cross-sections in the local limit (a < m3) for photons with x = 2 E / T / » are 

dxdy -*ii^*-«[( l-i)'+S*] 
where 

«is* = ^[« , »(^+«3i )+ a t»V+M + 1)] • 

«** = 

e*1 
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Fig. 2. Feynman diagram for e + e -*• 7T7-
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and u » cos«V A limit on the single photon cross-section probes the nun of 
the neutrino pair and the lupmyuunetric sources, so one might think of the 
Cenanticaooaatinspiooeai as a ^ackgjaand" to the search for new physics. In 
this case, for *nj > \£mtr (he weak crass-section for *r»P dominates and the only 
way to separate the two Is a careful study of the . / s dependence since the weak 
cross-section has • rrsomucs and the sopenynanstrie crow-section does not. 
The possibility of sew physks b also a background for the generation counting 
experiment Baeasseof this, we wfll not be able to interpret the Tesulta of SLC 
and lEP studies of the E width without using the lower energy (PEP) data. 

If the snentrino.hrtne lightest supersymmetrle particle, single photon events 
will bs produced hy the standard weak neutral current and the supeisymmetric 
charged currents (see fig. 3). In the neutral current diagram, the aixe of the cross-
section Is determined by the number of light sneutrinos. Due to spin factors, each 
•neutrino generation adds to the cross-section an amount equivalent to half that 
of a neutrino generation. For the charged currents, the cross-section is determined 
by the masses of the charged weak fermions W± which may be different and by 
the mfadng angles7 between them and the higgsinos. It is still possible, however, 
to place a model independent limit on the cross-section for such processes since 
the photon spectrum is insensitive to these parameters. The interpretation of the 
cues-section In terms of masses will depend on the mixing angle assumptions. 

Supersymmstric theories postulate a new symmetry of nature between bosons 
and fermions and hence predict many new particles. Within this theory, every 
particle has a supersymmetrie partner with opposite spin statistics and since no 
pair of particles in our current particle table is known to be a particle-sparticle 
pair, there are as many new particles as old ones! Clearly the theoretical commu
nity must be highly motivated to propose such an idea . lb order to understand 
this, we should took carefully at the standard model of weak and electromag
netic interactions. Despite the obvious successes of the Weraberg-Salam-Glsshow 
model, there Is one outstanding problem related to the Biggs mass. The Higgs 
boson la crucial within the theory for generating the masses of the weak bosons, 
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Fig. 3. Feynman diagrams for e*e~ -* &&1. 
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f i t mall?'particle searches havelaiied to locate such a particle leading to spec-
tfctlons that it's inasa may be large. Theoretically, the man in veiy Luge since 
higher order corrections awse it to be ultraviolet divergent. There are two pos-
clbie solution* to the problem: give the Htggs internal structure eo that large 
correetlans to Itfs man are cut off by a form factor, or Introduce new inter
actions which cancel the higher .order terra. Supenymmetry in an example of 
the latter approach became for every boson loop contribution to the Higgsmtss, 
then is an opporitedgn contribution from a partner fension loop. Thtacascella-
tlcn would be complete if the manes of the fermlons and bosons were degenerate, 
but in general the correction to the Higgs man has the form" 

Note that If the snperpartnem are too heavy relative to normal matter, super-
eynuaetry can no longer be looked on as a solution to the higgs mass problem. 

While snpersyinmetry is of great interest at the moment because of the way 
la which It solves divergence problems In the standard model and within quantum 
gravity, we may in the future find other means of solving these problems. In this 
case, the single photon cross-section will remain a powerful test of any model of 
new physics which contains particles which interact weakly in matter. 

Single Photon Detection 

Because the radiative cross-section varies Jiie 

1 1 
Srsra'A, ' 

It Is important to detect photons at as small an energy and angle relative to the 
beam energy and angle as possible. In the energy dependence, the integrated rate 
will wry as laac^ to that the difference between a 2 and a .35 GeV threshold 
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at PEP will be a factor of two In the observable rate. Similar (acton e n be 
obtained from the eia.6 dependence. This is Illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows 
monte carlo data folded with efficiency for events within the ASP detector as a 
function of the energy and angle of the detected photon. Note the rapid increase 
in the cross section for low energy and angles. 

Li addition to having as large an acceptance as possible, it is also necessary to 
show that the detected events are accompanied only by neutrinos or other weakly 
interacting particles. This is particularly Important because of the presence of 
radiative corrections to QED production of electron, photon, muontand tau pairs. 
The cross-section for ee -* fee Is the largest background and requires a rejection 
of ~ 1 0 - 1 to reach a sensitivity to neutrino pair production. Fortunately (his level 
of rejection can be achieved by using the kinematics of the three-body final slate. 
As shown in Fig. 5, the transverse momentum of the detected photon relative to 
the beam line must be balanced by the electron pair. Thus for a detected photon 
with transverse momentum p], at least one of the other particles will be at an 
angle larger than 

As an example, for a photon with 1 GeV/c of transverse momentum, detection 
of additional particles must extend to a veto angle less than 3S mrad at FEP. In 
practice, the veto angle Tor QED processes can be almost a factor of two larger 
because for soft photons the QED matrix elements are dominated by the ease 
where the photon tends to be balanced by only one of the other particles. This 
results in a decrease of the cross section between the above recoil angle and 

*"*» - ^? rr*toH ~ "iv Attain 

For a 1 GeV/c transverse momentum cut, the required veto angle now becomes 
roughly 69 mrad. Figure 6 shows the results of a QED Mbnte Carlo calculation 
of the err cross section as a function of the cos ft of the electron scattered through 
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Fig. 5. Kinematics used to eliminate QED backgrounds. 
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Fig. 6. QED Monte Carlo calculation of a{eei) versus cos 5,. 
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the maximum 6 when the detected photon has at (east 1 GeV/c of transverse 
momentum. 

Because of the large number of events which must be rejected, it is impor
tant that there be no regions of the detector through which charged particles or 
photons can pass undetected. These are usually referred to as "cracks" and can 
occur for example in the gaps between azimuthal segmentations of a calorime
ter or in the transition region between calorimeters at large and small values of 
theta. Special care must be taken to either cover all such areas with detection 
equipment or to have a design which has no cracks. Covering the cracks can 
sometimes be difficult since the background from 177 events requires that the 
detector be thick enough BO the non-conversion probability of photons is small. 

The MAC Experiment 

The MAC detector ia shown in Fig. 7. The shower counter (SC) used to 
detect photon candidates consists of 32 lead plates interspersed with proportional 
wire chambers for a total thickness of 14 radiation lengths. The proportional 
wires are parallel to the beam axis and are contained in 1 cm x 2 cm aluminum 
extrusions. Positions along the wire are obtained by charge division readout with 
A cm resolution. Groups of wires are combined together such that the detector 
has three segments in depth and an aztmuthal segmentation of 1.9°. Photon 
candidates are required to be mar* than 40° from the beam axis so that the 
shower is contained in the SC. The endcap hadronic calorimeter (EC) extends to 
roughly 10" and is used as a veto. It consists of 28 1-inch-thick steel plates each 
followed by planar proportional chambers constructed in 30 s wedges. There is a 
gap of about 10 cm between the wedges. Segmentation in the EC is 5° in both 
8 and <f> with four layers in depth. Events with charged particles can be vetoed 
using the central drift chamber which has 10 layers of drift cells with at least 5 
layers Tor particles at mare than 17" from the beam axis. 

Two samples of data have been reported.10 In the first sample of 36 p b - 1 , 
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Ftg. 7. The MAC Detector central drift chamber (CD), shower counter (SC), 
central and endcap hadron calorimeters (HC, EC), and Bmall angle veto (SAV). 
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a small angle veto system was not installed, hence the minimum veto angle of 
— 10° required a missing transverse momentum of greater than 4.5 GeV for a 
complete veto of the QED backgrounds. When a small angle veto (SAV) system 
was installed, it reduced the veto angle to 5° which extends the search region to 
En > 3 CcV. The SAV (see Fig. 8) ta constructed from lead and proportional 
chambers and is 8,5 radiation lengths thick, A total of 80 pb -* 1 was collected 
with this configuration. 

Backgrounds to the search can occur from cosmic rays, electronic noise, and 
from beam related backgrounds such as scattering from upstream masks, beam-
halo, and beam-gas interactions. The hits in the SC from cosmic rays or bursts 
of electronic noiBe have wider azjmuthal angular spreads on average than photon 
showers, so cuts are placed on the width of each shower candidate. The hits 
are fitted with a straight line to determine an origin far the event (zo) along 
the beam axis and a distance of closest approach r m t n to the beam axis in the 
plane perpendicular to the beam. The resolution in these quantities is 12 cm and 
3.3 cm respectively. Showers are required to have \ZQ\ < 30 cm and r m l l l < IS cm. 

The trigger for the search requires > 2.0 GeV in one of the SC sextants plus at 

least two of three layers in depth with > 0.3 GeV in the 10° veto sample. The 5° 

veto sample requires 1,5 GeV in the SC and two layers with more than 0.25 GeV. 

Figure 9 shows the trigger efficiency measured using a sample of single electron 

events which arB tagged with the forward detector. When combined with the 

analysis efficiency and plotted as a function of Et (Fig- 10) the overall efficiency 

is found to rise with increasing E^ fr«*n (67 ± 596} at 3 GeV to (73 ± S%] at 

10 GeV, When folded with the radiative photon spectrum, this yields an overall 

efficiency of 71% for the first data sample, and 69% for the second. 

The distribution of events seen as a function of the missing transverse mo

mentum is shown in Fig. 11 for the data samples with 4.5 GeV and 3.0 GeV veto 

capabilities. The event levels below the search regions are roughly compatible 

with the background estimates shown, and one event is observed in the search 
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Fig. 8. Construction detail - MAC small angle veto. 
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Fig. 10, MAC - Trigger and analysis efficiency versus photon transverse momentum. 
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legion of the second sample. The estimated background contribution from all 
sources is less than 0.3 events, with a signal of 0.S event expected from fvP 
production for 3 generations. -

MAC Limits 

The one event observed in the sample corresponds to a 9096 confidence limit 
of 3.9 events within the luminosity and efficiency weighted average of the two 
samples previously discussed. This corresponds to a cross-section limit of < 
0.057 nb. When interpreted as a limit on neutrino generations, it requires JV„ < 
41. To Interpret the result in terms of supersymmetry, a subtraction is made for 
the t/0*j cross-section corresponding to the expected value for three generations 
of neutrinos, and the excess is used to obtain the limits for e and -7 masses shown 

.' in Fig. 12'. 

MAC -1985 

During the summer of 1984, a 4 atm. pressurized vertex chamber or the 
straw type was installed In the central region of the MAC detector. Unfortu
nately, vertex detection and single photon detection have somewhat conflict -•» 
requirements. The vertex chamber introduces considerable inactive material in 
the small angle region dne to its endplates, pressure plate and electronics. It also 
requires masks to shield It from synchrotron radiation. In the MAC detector, 
Bsvimel shielding and tantalum masks were installed which would eliminate the 
abuity of the SAV system to veto below 7.3 s. BGO calorimeters were installed 
immediately in front of these masks to allow the detector to continue to veto at 
small angles. There are two problems with this approach. First, since the region 
of the ceamline which is mm""*** is comparable to the resolution along the 
beam axis for single photon candidates, it is difficult to determine the contami-

" flirt1"*1 i" &* signal region from events which come from beam-halo or beam-gas 
mteTWtkrns. (This is normally done by looking at the signal from regions outside 
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- of the central region.) Second, the mask itself can become a significant source 
both-of events, and of backgrounds or occupancy m tiwBGO veto. Data from 
the 1985 run Is atHI being processed, however with the presence of the ASP de
tector and the pnblentf-raentioned above, the emphasis has shifted from single 
photon physics to vertex physics. 

A S P - A Detector Optimized for Single Photons 

The ASP detector, was designed specifically lor the single photon search and 
was optimized to give both a huge acceptance far the photons and a high'degree 
of certainty that any additional particles in the event at smaD angles would be 
detected. As dfeensaed before, good photon acceptance requires small angle and 
low energy detection. The ASP detector is constructed from a lead-glass array 
which can detect photons down to 20° and can veto other particles dawn to *- 10". 
Lead-glass is well suited to low energy photon detection both because of its good 
intrinsic resolution, and also because a phototube based system has much less 
electronic noise than a proportional wire system which allows a clean trigger at 
low; energies. The full apparatus Is shown Jn Fig. 13, The centra) region is 
the lea&glass array, and the forward detectors are arranged ao that scintillators 

. and calorimetere cover the region from 30" to 100 mrad, and 4 planes of drift 
chambers and a calorimeter cover from 100 mrad to 21 mrad. 

ASP - Forward Detectors 

The forward region is shown in greater detail in Fig. 14. The lead-glass array 
provides 5 layers of depth information on the shower deposition of a photon at 
angles greater than 30 degrees and veto capability down to 10 degrees. Individ
ual elements of the amy aw onaet by § dements from kyer to layer m order to 
optimise the resolution of the array along the beam axis and thus to distinguish 
between seal events and beam-gas or beam-halo events. The twngston mask for 
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Fig. 13. VJow along the beam axis or the ASP detector. The apparatus is 
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the apparatus aits In a special indentation in the vacuum chamber. This indenta
tion allows the mask to cover the region between 12 and 20 mrad and thus shield 
the central array from synchrotron backgrounds. The Indentation is also used to 
minimise the amount of material in front of particles below about 27 mrad. This 
window can be used to verify that the QED production of tej events behaves as 
expected near the kinematic limit for a 0.75 GeV photon transverse momentum. 
The materials in the vacuum chamber are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. ASP Vacuum Chamber Materials 

Angle (mrad) Material 

>100 120 mil AL 
50 -100 100 mil AL 
4 5 - 5 0 Al-stainless weld 

3 0 - 4 5 stainless flange (3.5 Xo) 
2 7 - 3 0 60 mil stainless 

2 1 - 2 7 60 mil stainless Q 30" 

Drift chambers axe placed in the region in front of the low angle calorimeters 
in order to measure the exit angles of charged particles in 3 body QED final 
states. By measuring the angles and energies of forward electron pairs in ecj 
events, the properties of the photon can be determined by a constrained kine
matic fit. The results of such a fit can be used to determine the efficiency for 
photon reconstruction as well as the resolution tor all of the photon parameters. 
Because angles are in general measured much more precisely than energies, the 
resolution of the 3-body kinematic fit depends primarily on the angular resolu
tion of the forward drift chambers- The energy resolution of the kinematic fit is 
small compared to the resolution of the lead-glass array. 

Details of the forward calorimeter construction are shown in Fig. IS. A 
module is constructed from alternating sheets of lead (0.6 cm Pb + 696 Sb), and 
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Pobcast PS-10 acrylic scintillator (L3 on). Each 6X0 lead êemtillator stack b 
lead out by four sheets of Bohaglaa GS1919 wavelength shifter viewed by an 
Amperex S2213A phototube. The modules are constructed la left and right 
babies to allow easy assembly around the beam pipe, bat can has been taj n 
that there an no gaps in fin coverage of the modules. As shown In Fig. 15, 
this ia accomplished by sawing a A cm overlap of the Joint In the front and back 
hatves of a module. Two modntm are used at 1.5 meters and three are used 
at 4 meter*. The large* snmber of radiatiaa lengths at entail angles fa needed 
to asrare lint tram b no background from QED prodoctfam of TT7 events with 
nan-coroaaionof the two toward photons. Between modules or each calorimeter 
A J _ _ •HfVHf'feAaw^^eitsnekil ositaint fhaVatovMsVmnwa' weeafWl d"i—- dg^afvawMtieiaa^B A L — •waeMvVsVnw sal? sfesWsismtsknms ink waVaa 
p̂s»̂ fr" awasja^aa^ mm ŝ̂ gejap w*fm ŝs> wsjgs^gagsjswsn^g) aamnmw, aajaf agnEasEB^gggggssE %gmg> HrVsga^gnjianj n̂ s> gaggajg|wg*smiisj sMs* ejnjgsj 

calorimeter. 

The forward shower coaster system fe a veto and caBbration system for the 
ASP experiment as wall u the luminosity monitor for the PEP storage ring. The 
good forward coverage, small amount of material in fiont of the calorimeters, and 
ability to track particles in the small angle region make It an Ideal luminosity 
device. SmalJangleBhabhaeTentocanalsobeiiaedtoTeruVthevetopcribnnance 
of tin device. Figure 10(a) ahowa the mean energy of such events as a function 
oftintheteangfcvritb respect to the Iwam. Coverage extends to angles of about 
20 mod with good uniformity. At approximately 042 rad one can see the effect 

-of the transition from showers which are imtamed m the modules nearest (he 
central calorimeter to those which an contained in the calorimeters at 4 meters. 
The behavior at JM rad is due to the presence of a vacuum flange. Figure 
16(b) snows the response of the system as a fraction of the asminthal angle and 
iUostraics that despite the fact that the modules are constructed in two halves, 
there is no gap in the coverage. The energy resolution of the forward system b 
25%f-)/E when averaged over the region used as a luminosity region (SO miad 
< $ < 90 mrad). The angular difference between the two electrons in the forward 
Bhabha events can be used to determine the angular resolution of the system. 
(See Fig. 17). The total integrated luminosity for the search b determined to be 
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68.7 pb~ l. A comparison of the measured and calculated rates for a{te -» eg) is 
shown in Fig. IB. 

ASP-Central Detectors 

The view of the ASP apparatus along the been tine is shown in Fig. 19. 
Photons ax* detected.in a five layer deep stack of lead glass ban. Each bar b 
made from 6 x 6 x 75 cm extruded glass of type F2 (Scbott) with 0J3S% Ce 
doping for radiation hardness. Ban are road out at one end by an XP2212PC 
phototube (Amperex) which Is a 12 stage phototube with good noise performance 
and an attached printed circuit card base. Bars are arranged in a staggered 
pattern along the bean axis as shown in Fig. 13 to Improve the resolution of the 

. stack along the beam axle. 

There are .632 ban in the total system arranged in four quadrants of 158 
bare each. Bach bar has a light fiber which sends light down the axis of the 
bar to be reflected off the far side and back through the bar to the phototube. 
This system Is need to calibrate and monitor the lead-glass array. All fibers from 
a quadrant are pnbed by a single Hewlett Packard Snperbright LED (HLMP-

,3950). The LEOTs are monitored by reference phototubes which also view Nat-
Amertefum palters. Individual quadrants are complete subassemblies which can 
be easily dismounted and transported. The two quadrants on the upper and 
lower left are mounted together on rails as are the two quadrants on the right 
The entire central apparatus can be split apart with a hydrouc drive system to 
allow easy access to detector elementa around the beam pipe and to protect the 
lead-glass from excess radiation exposure during injection into the storage ring. 
Each layer of lead-glass is followed by proportional wire chambers constructed 
fiomalambnmextrision*. The extrusions at* eight-cell dosed structures with 
L23 x 336 x 200 cm chaimsh) with. 048 cm watts. The wires are 48p gold-
plated tangsten, and 4 TJtfT—1*— are used to form a PWC plane. The PWC 
planes provide photon pattern recognition in the zy plane. 
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Inside the photon calorimeter are two systems, each of which is designed to 
adequately reject events with accompanying charged particles and to distinguish 
between electrons and photons. The innermost system (central tracker. Fig. 20) 
is made front ,9 In x A in x SS in aluminum tubes which are thinned by etching 
to a wall thickness of .012 in. The wire used is Stablohm 800 and the tubes 
are read at each end BO that the coordinate along the wire can be determined by 
charge division. The extrusions are glued together to form two L shaped modules 
which are mounted on a Hexcell backplate and then assembled around the beam 
pipe. The tubes are arranged BO that radial lines from the beam axis do not 
pass through tube walls, and extra tubes are added at the corners to ensure that 
charged particles pass through at least five layers. The use of the tube design is 
intended to ensure that the chamber doea not have correlated inefficiencies which 
would result for example from wires which draw current and the resulting bad 
field configurations which can occur in open geometries. 

Surrounding the central tracker is the second veto system: a 2 cm thick 
scintillator. Each of the four sides is made from tvto sheets of 33-5 x 225 X 
1 cm Kiowa scintillators. The two sheets could be read separately but at the 
moment are read by a waveahifter bar and a single phototube. The edges of the 
scintillators overlap so there are no dead regions. 

A S P Trigger 

Triggers for the detector consist of two types: monitor triggers and single 
photon triggers. The single photon triggers are based mainly on analog sums 
of the pulse heights found in the total lead-glass array, individual quadrants, 
combinations of layers, or groups of eight bars in a layer. The signals from 
individual glass bars are sent through passive transformer splitters. One of the 
signals after the splitter goes to a SHAM-BADC system for the primary readout 
of the calorimeter. The other signal goes both to the trigger system and a second 
independent ADC system which is used to verify that missing signals in the 
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central calDnawter are not the Ksvlt oTetectronica (kOans. (These trsntformcrs 
ace aho need to break the ground hop* between the detector sad tlie sammlng 
circuits and produce a lower acbie^le threshold.) The higntrt tlirtithotd single 
photon trigger is formed from the analog sum of all 632 ban of lead glass. The 
threshold for this trigger is however only 1.6 GeV which for photons concentrated 
around 30" translates to a pt threshold of 041 GaV. Th« distribution of trigger 
energies From this trigger on a typical ran la shown fa Fig. 21(a). Tae lowest 
trigger threshold is obtained by requiring fewer than 3 central veto scintillators, 
Eua > 0-4 GeV with at least 0.15 GeV in layers 2 through 5, and energy In the 
forward system either less than 1 GeV or more than 7 GeV (see Fig. 21(b)). The 
threshold for this trigger is about 700 MeV or transverse momenta of 350 MeV 
at 30 degrees. 

Monitor triggers consist of randoms, cosmica, forward luminosity (Bhabha) 
triggers and a special trigger for eer and * m events. The random triggers are 
used to determine the level of occupancy in each detector system. These oc
cupancies are in turn used to />' ierm'me the efficiency of saeh veto requirement 
used in the single photon ~ .ilyais. Typical occupancies are 1% far E > 40 MeV 
in the lead glass and 5% for E > 100 MeV in the forward system. Cosmic ray 
triggers are formed by the coincidence of 2 central veto scintillators In a narrow 
gate 15 nsec prior to beam crossing. This yields a sample or minimum ionblng 
tracks roughly in-time with the beam crossing which can be used to monitor 
the calibration of the lead-glass and also the response of the central system to 
minimum ionizing tracks. The forward Bhabha triggers are used to determine 
the luminosity for the search, and finally the «-y triggers are used to provide a 
sample of single photon events which have all of the same characteristics as signal 
events except that they have two forward tracks. An example of such an event 
is shown in Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 21. Number of eventa versus energy for (a) total energy trigger (b) lowest 
threshold trigger - ASP. 
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Fig. 22. Typical«-/ event used to provide a source of constrained single photons. 
The vertical scale has heen increased by a factor of three. 
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The eei Sample 

tncfa an J »n MMWKJ A y » g—. WH,™. tin *f-v fa ri.f fr^ giy— This sample 
conl»li»bothekttiuiiBaiidplK>toiiamtliBceatialreg>m. By natngthe measured 
parameters of all ofthe toads in the event, a 4C fit can be done to thehypothesia 
of a three body final state. Alternatively, ushigoiilytlinineBaiired parameters of 
the tracks in-the fbrwudsvutem, a iC fit can be don* todettniitaeman unbiased 
manner the parameten of the track which sluyuk] be found m the central system. 
Using this method, the efficiency of the photon pattern recognition algorithm 
and event rats as well as the nsohitkra of the photon fitting procedures can he 
determined. Figure 33 shows the trigger efficiency of the ASP sssrch determined 
in this way. The efficiency for p? > 2 GeV is > 99%. Typical angular resolution 
in the lead glass is o, *- 3.2°. The energy resolution b — %%j-</E at 60" and 
~ 15%/y/E at 20 — 26° without correction for energy leakage into the forward 
calorimeters. The same procedure can be applied to determine the efficiency of 
all photon pattern recognition cuts. This analysis efficiency Is shown in Fig. 24 
as a function of the photon energy. 

Event Selection 

Photon candidates aw leojrind to have a cluster of lead-glass ban whose 
pattern (Le, which ban am above threshold ) Is consistent with photon patterns 
determined from the cry sample. The time of the lead-glass total energy sum 
signal (relative to the beam crossing time) aa well aa the thee of each layer of 
the lead-glass is used to form a time for the event Tliv thw b required to be 
within ±3ar of the known beam crossing tbne. The resolution is 2.4 ns at lGeY 
and sfightiy better at higher energies. Candidate shawm am fit to a straight 
fine in the Xf plane and the XZ or TIZ planes. The projected distance of closest 
approach to the beam axis in 3HY hi required to be less than 20cm to eliminate 
cosmic rays, and a value is extracted for Jig, the signed projected distance of 
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Fig. 23. Trigger efficiency determined using constrained ery events as a function 
of (a) Energy and (b) 9. The error ban represent 05% CL limits. 
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closest approach to the beam collision point along the beam axis in the XZ or 
TfZ plane. Photon showers are distinguished from other energy deposits by the 
loose requirements that the width in each layer be consistent with a photon 
shower and that the ratio of energy deposited in tbe front half of the ahower to 
that in the back half be less than OJS. The average efficiency of all of these cats 
is measured to be 75% with little variation hi £> and ft,. The majority of the 
inefficiency occurs due to reconstruction inefficiency in the pattern recognition 
software at azimuths where showers span two lead-glass quadrants. 

In addition to having a valid photon candidate, an event must have no other 
charged or neutral particles visible in the detector. The ability to veto against 
events which do have additional particles depends crucially on the electronic noise 
levels and occupancies of the components of the detector. Random triggers are 
used to determine the efficiency for the veto cuts, and ee-i events and yy events 
are used to study occupancies which are correlated to the presence of a photon 
such as b&cksplash from the central calorimeter into the central veto scintillators 
and tracker and leakage into the forward shower modules. The efficiency for 
all veto cuts is determined to be 60ft with the cuts arranged so that no single 
component of the detector contributes an inefficiency greater than 10%. 

The Ro Distribution 

Figure 25 shows the Bo distribution of events at an early stage of the analysis 
where there are roughly equal numbers of events coming from QBD interactions 
and beam-gas interactions. Since tbe latter are to first order uniformly dis
tributed along the beam axis, the Jig distribution can be used to separate the 
twocontribntionsv In order to do this, the shape of the distribution for signal and 
background must be known- The Jib distribution for signal events is measured 
with the ecr sample and is shown In fig, 26(a). The resolution b(r = 3 a n 
with » small non-gaossian tail which Is approximated by an exponential. The 
resolution ia found to be independent of the transversa momentum of the photon. 
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Fig. 25. The JRo distribution for a mixture of QED and beam-gas interactions. 
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Fig. 26. (a) The RQ distribution of photons from ec*f events. The tine is a 
gaussian with c = 3 cm. The non-gaussian contributions are estimated by an 
exponential tail Btarting at ij« = 6 cm. (b) The distribution of background events 
with pj > 0.6 GeV/c. The line is a gauasian with a = 12 cm. 
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Electrons have slightly better resolution (tr ~ 3.9 cm) than photos* doe to their 
earlier shower development. The background fitom beam-gas interactions is ob
served to be flat in Bb before Che application of several photon pattern cuts that 
are biased to accept showers from Be < 30 cm. The shape of the final background 
b measured by relaxing cote other than these pattern cuts. (See Fig. 26(b).) 

Final Event Sample 

Three events with stogie photon energies consistent with the beam energy 
were observed In the data sample. These are interpreted KB et-*yy events in 
which one photon escapes due to non-conversion. A study of observed -yr events 
predicts 1.5 single photons from this source. The requirement B^ < 12 GeV 
determined from an analysis of ee and it final states eliminates this background 
with negligible loss of signal acceptance. The final event sample is shown in Fig. 
27 for those events with transverse momentum greater than 0.5 GeV/c and polar 
angle greater than 20 degrees. For the present analysis, we determine a. limit 
using only those events with j»7 > 1 GeV/c. Several methods of using tighter 
cuts on the identification of candidate energy deposits as photon showers are 
being studied and should eventually allow the use of the lower energy data to 
improve the sensitivity of the search. 

To obtain the best estimate of the possible number of signal (S) and back
ground (B) events, a maidmum-Ukelihoad fit is done to the measured distribu
tions of signal and background events in JZg. For a given true number of signal 
and background events, the confidence level of this experiment is computed by 
Monte Carlo as the fraction of equivalent experiments which, would estimate a 
value larger than S. The 90% and 95% confidence level upper limits for the ob
served distributions are 2.9 and 3.9 events respectively. 
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The upper limit of %» events together with the nwuttMd bmunosî r and 
photon event efficiencies impfteo Out the SDK Cfc upper dmK for the emu of mil 
contrihwHwa to the dagk photon cross section fa 

«(ee -» 3•*weakly interacting psrttctes) < OQM pb 

finftipluitonacceptu»»4e£nadb;£^ <13<3eY« p j> l.OGeY/cand A, > 2^. 
(Note that Oil limit Is actually more stringent than the MAC limit of 57 fb 
because the photon acceptance of the ASP apparatus b much larger.) Since the 
detection, efficiency forphotons la nearly constant over the signal region i n l a n d 
ft,, the extension of the limit to processat In which the photon energy or angular 

•<> ; distribution differs from 71/P or *ffi If straightforward. The cross-section for 
radiative pair production of three neutrino generations within the acceptance is 
0.032 pb, eo the sum of all non-standard model contribution* to the cross-section 
must be less than 0.062 pb 

ff£«-»T-I-new sources) < 0.002 pb . 

Figure 28 shown the dependence of the Wf cross-section on the number of 
neutrino generations. The Omit determined above for the cross-section allows a 
maximum of 14 generations with flOSS confidence. Several restores of this limit 
should be noted. First, unlike many cosmological limits and limits derived from 
strange meson decays, there b no dependence on the mate of the associated 
rfiaigedlepton partner of the neutrino. Second, the mass of the neutrino* couM 

. beeforder a few G«V without affecting she limit. The validity of the limit 
leqpirea no assumption other titan the standard mwkl coupling of the ^ to a 
single generation. % contrast, the method of Deshpanfe et * L U extracts J9V 
from the ratio afW to Z production injp mtermet^imdiegoitw caseation 
of QCB Jr. foctom, the l>randiing ratio for both ^ - • »^ and JF-+ev, and the 
mass of the top qnutk.N> 
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As can be aean from Fig. 29 ( all cootrQmtioas to the ^ rate observed at PEP 
i to aunistbin«*1^ try lees than twice she iw*> croas^ectiso. Snperaym-

metry 3a tha moat topical bat oat necessarily the only source for each additions. 
In tha case of <yf^ production, fba magnitude of the cvoas-aectton is determined 
by the ousfl of the exchanged virtual selectran (see Fig. 2} and the mass of the 
final ataite phatlnos. Tha excluded region in these parameters is shown in Fig. 
80 both for the case w h a n the left apd.right handed coupling selections (ex, cR) 
a n degenerate in mats and the case w h a n only one contributes to the observed 
lata. Note that the anpersymmatrlc decay of the Z into pairs of selections is 
excluded for photlnoa muses np to 6 GaV. 

If tha lightest supersymmatrle particle Is the saeutrinq (see Fig. 3), then 
tha ASP limit constrains tha mass of the wino. From the model of Ref. 6, the 
90S6 CL limit on the m a n of the wlno la m ^ > 48 GeV/e' with the assumptions 
of mauiess anautrlnoa, no mixing between the wino and higgsinos, and only 
one light wino [mp - 6, 0 + « 1, and mi < m»). Other limits can be easily 
determined by sealing the cross-iectlon to the above assumptions. For the case 
of light grnvitinoa, llmlti on MQ can be found using (see Ref. 4) 

' ' • " ' ' i n ' ' , , r ' ' 

" • Finally, if one assumes thai at some seals the gauge couplings for strong and 
electromagnetic mteraetiona become equal and that at that scale the aquarku and 
sleptens are related b j t n < E mg, then the relations between these masses can be 
calculated at any scale. In particular, at present energies we would have 

"' ;"'**"' m§at - — 2 - nbf et6.3tr>^ 
a •**» 

' [ ' ; - — * * " l 

Dang these relations, the ASP excluded region can be mapped into the aqnark. 
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gtuino mass plane. The excluded region is shown in Fig. 31 together with 
approximate limits determined from a theoretical analysis of monojet searches 
and cosmological constraints. ' The cosmological constraint comes from the 
fact that for every point along the excluded boundary in Fig. 30, the cross-section 
for massive photino production can be calculated and if the photino is stable, 
photino production will contribute to the gravitational mass of the universe. Far 
heavy photinos and light selections, this contribution can dominate and would 
violate the observed value of the Hubble constant. In inflationary models of 
cosmology, the density of the universe is very close to the critical density. In 
this case, the mass of the photino and selectron can be related by the requirement 
that the photinos supply the missing dark matter. The allowed values then lie 
along a line 1 9 in Fig. 30. 

Summary 

The technique of detecting a single photon whose transverse momentum can 
be shown to be unbalanced by any detected particles can provide significant con
straints both on our standard model and on important extensions of this model 
which predict the presence of new particles. The experimental identification of 
such final states requires that particular care be given both to the acceptance 
over which the photon can be detected as well as the ability of the detector to 
observe other particles over a large acceptance with small occupancy. Previous 
data from the MAC detector and new data from the ASP detector have been 
presented. The ASF data have reached a sensitivity which excludes any new 
contributions greater than twice the contri1 ;tion of ffO events and therefore 
provide new limits on the number of neutrino generations, the masses of selec
trons, photinos, and winos and important restrictions on the masses of squarks 
and gluinos. Since the method requires only that the photon be accompanied by 
neutral particles whose interactions are small enough that they do not interact 
in tens of radiation lengths of material, and since the photon spectrum is rather 
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insensitive to the details of the final state, the limit is quite general and can be 
easily extended to any future models containing particles of this type. 
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